This is the class catalogue for the History of Art and Visual Culture’s Seminar —
Experiments in West African Dance facilitated by Professor Genevieve Hyacinthe — containing
students’ reflections on West African Dance as Practice and Aesthetic underpinning of West African
and Black Atlantic artforms across media. We are grateful for the Creative Citizens In Action Program
and Professor Vreni Michelini-Castillo for her Fluid Mutualism Proposal. Our class explored Fluid
Mutualism in relation to the notion of JOY. Please continue reading for a more detailed description of
our project and an acknowledgement of all the wonderful people that we wish to thank for supporting
our class and making the Creative Citizens in Action Program possible! Sincerely,
The Experiments in West African Dance Collaborators, Fall 2021, California College of the Arts

Photo of Doundounba Wedding Celebration in Conakry, Guinea (2013). Photo credit: Genevieve Hyacinthe

The 2021-22 Creative Citizens in Action Series @ California College of the Arts
continues with Malian Dance Specialist, Djeneba Sako, of Bamako, Mali and Denver,
Colorado who will hold a workshop and discussion in the History of Art and Visual
Culture’s 3000-4: Experiments in West African Dance seminar with Assistant Professor
Genevieve Hyacinthe on Thursday, November 18, 2021, 8:30-10am (PST).
The 2021-2022 Creative Citizens in Action
@ CCA theme — Fluid Mutualism — is
foundational to West African Dance.
This semester, students, have been
studying the idea in relation to the
dynamic of the Fluid Mutualism
category, Joy. West African dance
follows the Jeliya performance
traditions of West
African griot (jeliw),
designed to bring
community together
for the purposes of
joy, in all of its variations.
As Jeliya “dictates,” students learn that
joy is heterogeneous: Joy can be in the
sense of happiness and the ecstatic,
gaining an understanding of
one’s familial or communal
history, the establishment
of social peace and artistic
harmony from dance
and drum to all media
(textile design, strategies of
adornment). Fluid Mutualism
as Joy is socially manifested
as the Bamana concepts fadenya
(that of the elders, history)
and badenya (that of communal
synchronicity, the everyday) of Mali.
The public-facing aspect of the project will
be a catalogue created through the assembly
portfolios that will be released in February
2022 as part of the CCA@CCA forum. In
the publication, students will share their

carefully-curated, critical and personal
engagements with Fluid Mutualism’s Joy
through the insights and vocabularies of
West African dance and Jeliya formats.

Djeneba Sako has made the time to
come to our
class
and
we

are
also grateful to Professor Vreni
Michelini-Castillo for suggesting
this academic year’s beautiful
theme and for the generosity
of Deborah and Kenneth
Novack for sponsoring the
CCA@CCA series. We are
also thankful for the expert
support and coordination
provided by Jaime Austin,
Director of Exhibitions and
Public Programming, and
Bryndis Hafthorsdottir,
Gallery Manager, Exhibitions
and Public Programming,
Academic Affairs. Thank you
to Elizabeth Mangini, Chair
of History of Art and Visual
Culture, and TT Takemoto,
Dean, Humanities and
Sciences Division, for their
support of Experiments in West African
Dance as a new CCA HAAVC course.

Designed by Keqin Vanessa Zhong,
Graphic Design, 2021, CCA

The Experiments in West African Dance
Fall 2021 seminar collaborators are:
Mary Graham
Zhongyi Zoe He
Jendayi Ingram
Kexin Leticia Li
Jiayi Serena]Ma
Katia Pontillo
Weidi Vick Qi
Yecheng Qu
Andrianna Scott
Mengyao Xiu
Luyao Vicky Xu
Keqin Vanessa Zhong
Professor Genevieve Hyacinthe
The collaborators’ reflections are listed in the
catalogue according to alphabetical order.

Beautiful portrait of Experiments in West African Dance special guest artist,
Djeneba Sako, originally of Bamako, Mali. This amazing rendering is by course
collaborator, Katia Pontillo. Katia truly depicts the JOY emanating from
Djeneba as a brilliant person, artist, and dancer. Djeneba generously shared that
JOY with us during her special workshop for our seminar. We are very grateful
to Djeneba. We also thank Katia for this portrait and Vanessa for creating the
flier for Djeneba’s workshop (previous page)

PORTFOLIO

Zoe He
My name is Zoe and I am studying in CCA’s interactive design major. I come from
Shenzhen, China. Because of my major, I like works that require logical thinking. I
generally produce graphic design or interactive design works, such as software
architecture or interface. As we all know, China is a country with a

history,

and I think Africa is too, so I really want to learn about the diverse cultures of
Africa. It is undeniable that dance and sculpture are both very important parts of
African culture. By learning African dance, I think I can feel the profound spirit of
African culture.

PORTFOLIO #1

In the article "Greeting Creates Community Excerpt", author Steven Wooten described
in detail the scenes of people dancing and singing with djembe drums as
accompaniment in Lemmert Park in Los Angeles. When I read the article, I didn't know
what djembe drum is. When I searched for it further, I found that I had seen it appear in
a movie. The djembe drum can be said to be the oldest musical instrument in the
world. It is not only used by Africans. Many Indonesians also make musical instruments
similar to African drums. They are called Indonesian drums. Although they are similar in
appearance, they are quite diﬀerent.
It is mentioned in the article that this rally is to use traditional African music to give
African Americans a deeper understanding of their own history. I very much agree with
the main drummer Najite's idea. I also think that music empathy must have a lot to do
with culture. It is diﬃcult for Chinese people to hear the deep meaning of Western
music, and it is diﬃcult for Westerners to understand the meaning of Chinese folk
music. Every country feels diﬀerent about a word. For example, there is a very
complicated piece of African drum music. If you are not from that area, you may not be
able to tell whether it was used for morale boosting before the war or for dancing and
making friends. These two emotions are completely diﬀerent. In many cases, cultural
background will aﬀect people's understanding of the same music to convey feelings.
Then, when people with only incomplete cultural background can make up for their
cultural background through music?
In my opinion, although the article discusses that African drums help African Americans
understand their own history more easily, I think the article shows more of the struggle
of African Americans with their own identity. These experience community activities or
local community activities can help strenuous Americans to penetrate into the most
native black culture.

PORTFOLIO #2

When I read "The Jelimuso Song and Dance of Tata Bambo Kouyate and Performing
Jelimusolu Beauty", I didn't understand what jelimuso is at first. At first I thought it was
a form of dance or a form of music. As I slowly read the following content, I realized
that jelimuso represents a kind of artist or a kind of musician. The article describes that
being a jelimuso cannot only have beauty, but also needs their performance. They use
their own style to sing, move or interact with the audience, and strength and elegance
are indispensable in the performance.
The article also wrote that Kouyaté is regarded as the standard of jelimuso. I further
searched for kouyate's performance video, but there seems to be only her song video
on the Internet. In her songs, I can feel the presence of strings and drum beats, but it
seems that they all exist as a foil, making the sound our focus. As far as my personal
feeling is concerned, her voice is full of emotion and empathy. Listening to her songs, I
feel that I am in the grassland of freedom. And although I can't understand what she
sings, I feel that she seems to be telling a story elegantly.

PORTFOLIO #3

When we talk about performances under African culture, the first thing we think of is
music. Drums, singing, or dancing seem to have become a stereotype among Africans.
I always think that music art is not just entertainment, it should be something more
profound. In the article "The Dialogic Performative in Critical Ethnography", author D.
Soyini Madison believes that many people feel that the performance of dialogue acts
has a sense of urgency, but it is not all. He also believes that many dialogue
performances are pipelined clones of the same type. This is not right. Creators should
not just be limited to creating a single type of the same type, but should create diﬀerent
things based on their own experience and culture and show them to the viewer.
Although the article mentioned more about dialogue performance, I think it is also
linked to all art. People should use their imagination to create. Although the
performance is only fictional or reproduced, the performance should be more
distinctive. It should not be stylized repetition. At the end, the author also mentioned a
very important problem that artists all over the world will encounter: there are a
hundred Hamlets in the eyes of a hundred people. Some people like you, then some
people don't like you.

PORTFOLIO #4

As I know Mendiani is an international West African dance. This dance is named after a
girl named Mandiani. In the video about Mandiani dance, we will find that the drums
are the most important presence in the background music, and the dancers dance with
the drums and wave the colorful cloth full of patterns in their hands or lift up their
children.
Compared with the planned performances in current dance videos, African dance
videos are more of a lack of planning to express their feelings about music. In a sense,
the expression of this dance form may be related to the same definition of dance in
their mind. Modern dancers are more to show their superb skills and present a planned
and diverse visual stage. On the other hand, Mendiani dance most happens in the
celebration. Dancers dance more likely to build relationships with the audience and
relax themselves. This is related to their culture. For them, every action is a
performance, and every performance requires interaction between people. In dance,
performance and audience are equally important.

PORTFOLIO #5

When I saw Sounou's video, I felt happiness and joy. Unlike some ceremonial
performances that are gorgeously dressed, the dance in the video will be more relaxed
and casual. The viewers sat with the band and dancers, and there seemed to be no
gap between them. Everyone is like a group, without the participation of the stage,
everyone is like a connected group. The drummer starts the music first, and the dancer
listens to the music before dancing, which is like an impromptu performance. With the
music, the dancers swayed their arms, following the music, moving on the not-so-wide
open space. Even across the screen, I can feel the dancers' confidence, happiness and
satisfaction. In the video, the only male dancer is holding a white cloth in his hand, with
a smile on his face waving the cloth in his hand to the music. Sometimes he will do
some moves that are rare in modern male dance. Some people may feel a little girlish,
but his self-confidence aﬀects everyone present.
I think in today's society, dance has become more standardized, and sometimes it
makes me feel like a product on the assembly line. We have clear standards for what is
good and what is bad, but are the dancers really happy? They dance because they like
it because they are happy, not to win any competition awards. If we go to watch a
dance performance, we often see dancers standing on the stage or as a foil to others,
which makes it impossible for us to have a spiritual connection with them.

PORTFOLIO #6

In the reading, author described Sounou's performance again in detail. The article
mentioned that Sounou dancers need to cooperate with drummers. This reminds me of
the dance in the video last week. The dancers dance to the rhythm of the drummer.
They use all parts of the body to show it. This week's article is more about the
symbolic meaning of Sounou dancers, which takes feminine beauty and the power of
flirting as the core, and emphasizes women themselves. The article also mentioned
that the main theme of this dance is "girls try to attract men's attention." Compared
with modern people using words to convey love, dancers use more enthusiastic music
and dance to woo.
This reminds me of the courtship behavior of many creatures in nature. Compared with
words, the behavior is more direct. This is the primitive behavior we passed from our
ancestors. We should have all heard a sentence that words can deceive and do not.
When love is conveyed in the dance, the dance will only be more attractive.

PORTFOLIO #7

In the article "ReShae Washington Drum Circle Excerpt for West African Dance", it
mentioned a painting called La Musique. This artwork mainly uses the three primary
colors of red, blue, and yellow. The woman in a blue jumpsuit is holding her guitar-like
instrument and seems to be playing it. The woman in a yellow dress next to her is
leaning on a stool, and on her right hand is an unfolded piano sheet. From the
perspective of my senses, the whole picture is full of cozy atmosphere, like a
temporary rest in a certain afternoon. In the article, the author Genevieve also
mentioned that the screen is full of "warm and safe".
The same shows a similar picture in the second black and white photo, with a man and
a woman immersed in music. Although this photo is not in color, as a viewer, I can feel
the peace and happiness in my place. These two works made me feel that the people
in the pictures really love music or express their inner emotions with music.

PORTFOLIO #8

In the article "Lamp Dmba West African Dance See the Music Hear Dance", it
describes in detail what D'mba is. The D'mba mask is a performance prop worn on the
head and shoulders of young male dancers and used on the dancers. In the
performance, the dancer usually wears a plant material skirt, and a long blue dyed
cloth covers the dancer's body. Because D’mba masks are generally used, the mask
will be higher than the dancer’s head, so the dancers hold the mask with their front legs
and look through the small eyes between D’mba’s chest.
Although D’mba is generally performed by men, it represents a mature female identity.
In the previous art history class, I found that the earliest artworks of our ancestors had
many similar symbols. For example, the earliest sculpture artwork: Venus of Willendorf,
it also symbolizes mature and healthy women or the image of a mother and childbirth.
Although the dancers wear heavy masks in the dance, the performance is indeed very
energetic. In this dance, there are many acrobatic choreography, among which there
are many dances of tumbling or jumping on the roof.

PORTFOLIO #9

In the article "Reading about Sun Ra A Joyful Noise", this article is not so much a
description of a documentary about musicians and band leaders, as it is how to deliver
music without the plot and dialogue while shooting. As the builder of the film, the director’s
narrative ability is his foundation, grasping the rhythm of the film is experience, and the
deep meaning of the film and the beauty of the picture are talents. The control of scripts,
editing, soundtracks, and cameras are the basic qualities a director must possess. It is
mentioned in the article that the shooting of music is a severe test for the director. The vast
majority of movies we see are "solid" films, which are their own feelings that the audience
associates with narratives. The music film is "floating in the air." Rather than telling a story,
it is more about the director's personal understanding of the artist being filmed. People are
multi-faceted, so the director may be talking about the side he sees. In this aspect, there
are many directors' own aesthetic characteristics mixed in.
"A Joyful Noise" by Mugge is mentioned in the article as a good example. Mugge filmed
the performances of artists, mainly to show all kinds of artistic concepts, including
costumes, dances, songs and overall wonders. For the author of this article, this film
contains complex and contradictory meanings, an expression, but also a kind of
concealment.

Experience with Djeneba Sako

To be honest, before I took this class, I cared more about African history and culture than
dance. As the class progressed, I felt very relaxed. This class has always been like a safe
haven for me.
The arrival of Djeneba Sako made me have a deeper interest in dance. The peace that
dance brings is like relaxing and swaying in the wind. I really like her cheerful atmosphere
and cheerful dancing.

African Dance Portfolio
Leticia LI | HAAVC-3000-4 | Genevieve Hyacinthe

biography

Hello, I’m Leticia. A junior graphic design student. I come from

China, and I am taking online classes in China this semester due
to the epidemic. I first became aware of African art in the solo

exhibition of Ryuichi Sakamoto, a Japanese musician. His works
incorporate a great deal of spoken dialogue, the languages of

different countries and the sounds of natural objects. His love of

African art, enhanced in his autobiography of his work, cannot be
replaced.

Week 2: September 9
Aesthetics of Cool, Learning How to Greet People, Drum Circles

Questions
Thompson Aesthetic of Cool excerpt
1.“Women are admired for a surly detached
expression, and sommambulistic movement and
attitude.”
Q:Dance always came with music. What kind of
music with women dance? Always Drum?
2.“The cooler a person becomes, the more
ancestral he becomes.”
Q:Meditation is also a way to relax and elude
preoccupation. Is there a ritual like meditation in
African tradition? Is dance also a kind of
meditation?

3.“How- ever, no matter how ordinary his face, it
is important for the chief to dress as beautifully as
possible in order to attest his fineness of position
in appropriate visual impact. ”
Q:Is it necessary to keep outlooking as clean and
beautiful as possible? Is this sentence means out
looking is not as important as soul?
4.“Man starts not from a premise of original sin
but from the divine spark of equilibrium in the
soul which enters the flesh at birth from the world
od the Gods.”
Q:In China, we believe people are born with
kindness and purity. Is this concept as same as
African culture?

Week 2: September 9. Aesthetics of Cool, Learning How to Greet People, Drum Circles

5.“The concern with herbs(green) and the disk of
the sun(orange)immediately suggests a vivid sense
of contrast in nature harnessed for a higher order.
(Yoruba diviners sometimes wear beads of
alternating green and yellow color, symbolizing the
mystic complementarity of heat and coolness,
chaos and order, in the world of divination.”
Q:I’m inspired by the meaning of both green and
orange in African culture. Are there any other
color important in Africa?
2.“It is going to seek the water…because water has
the power of sustaining…”
Q:In a lot of cultures, water is a important
symbol .Can I get more information about the
meaning of water?

Reflection
Based on the reading for this week, I listed a lot of questions. I’m surprised by the similarities between
Chinese and African cultures. It’s my first time to get know about the meaning of cool in African
culture. To become cool is to be control, having the value of composure in the individual context, social
stability in the context of the group. It is particularly admirable to do difficult tasks with an air of ease
and silent disdain. In China, we use Ying and Yang to represent two opposite sides of the world. As a
person, it’s the life goal to find a balance between this chaotic world created by Ying and Yang.
According to the reading, coolness has to do with transcendental balance. The cooler a person becomes,
the more ancestral he becomes. In other words, mastery of self enables a person to transcend time and
elude preoccupation, which This is the state of mind that Chinese people have always believed in and
pursued.

Week 2: September 9. Aesthetics of Cool, Learning How to Greet People, Drum Circles

Notes

Week 2: September 9. Aesthetics of Cool, Learning How to Greet People, Drum Circles

Week 3

September 16

Jelilya: The Art of Jelimuso (Griotte) & The Get Down Quality

Reflection
“Kouyaté sings into a microphone hooked up to amplifiers positioned around the space for optimum voice
projection. This system amplifies her voice as well as the sounds of the various accompanying string
instruments. The documentary’s narrator informs us that Kouyaté is the “first woman to develop a modern
microphone and performance style,” suggesting that she has standardized the form of Jelimusolu to her
own performance. This reflects basigi (or composure) manifested through her control over her art form.”
This is the part of the reading and the video that I feel the most. As a woman, she is very tolerant of the
development of science and technology and new things. She mastered the advantages of new things and
took advantage of them. Unlike most of the guardians of traditional art, she is afraid to face new things.
Instead, she found a balance between tradition and modernity, and spread her appeal with new inventions.
In my opinion, lowering the body to the ground is a kind of homecoming. As we grow, we get taller and
farther away from the ground. As the drums change, the dancers press their bodies to the ground. It meant
growing up for me, but getting back to where I started, finding myself.

Week 3: September 16. Jelilya: The Art of Jelimuso (Griotte) & The Get Down Quality

Week 3: September 16. Jelilya: The Art of Jelimuso (Griotte) & The Get Down Quality

Week 4

September 23

Bamako: City of Art and Culture & Malick Sidibé’s Rhythm and
Dance Photography

“Nothing is more frightening than the absence of an answer ”
“

–Bakhtin

Reflection
“ I am inspired by autobiographical performances that enact ecologies of the self and speak in the multiple
tongues of their own worlds, where the self is a composite of interpenetrating and polyvocal experiences,
intents, and desires within itself and with Others. In these performances, I have witnessed how the self can
be Other to itself, as well as Othered in the order of the social. These performances deeply touch and
excavate momentous1 details that tell an existential and sublime truth we would otherwise never know.”
The greatest charm of African dance and music lies in its integration and inclusiveness. Just like the dance
we rehearsed in the past few weeks, almost all the students could keep up with the rhythm and have fun.
One of the things I was really surprised about was how web-based our courses are. No one physically
touches each other, but with music and movement, we resonate in different parts of the world. We try to
feel the same frequency of dance, the emotion of dance and the joy of dance. This kind of cooperation
makes me feel less distant. I took this course in the early morning, but I felt very happy and energetic in
every class. I think it's the energy of dance and music and people working together.

Week 4: September 23. Bamako: City of Art and Culture & Malick Sidibé’s Rhythm and Dance Photography

Week 4: September 23. Bamako: City of Art and Culture & Malick Sidibé’s Rhythm and Dance Photography

Week 5 September 30
Call and Response & the Audience

Reflection
"Everyone in the show knows they are going to be part of the show, so everyone will dance. "That's the
part I remember the most. As a design, most of the time our work is actually a one-sided emotional
transmission. The audience assesses our intentions, history, and emotions through our visual art. The
emotional connection between us and the audience lacks the most direct communication. The African
party looks like a game to me. Everyone is ready to participate, there is no audience in the game. The lead
singer and lead dancer convey their spirit and blessings with their performances, and in response, the
audience joins in. Such performances are not one-sided emotional output. It's a conversation. No one gets
bored in such a conversation.

Week 5: September 30. Call and Response & the Audience

Week 5: September 30. Call and Response & the Audience

Week 6 October 7
Exploring Feminine and Jelimuso Beauty, Nyamaand Basigi &
Complementarity in Malian Dance and Life

Reflection

When I was a freshman, I took pottery as an elective course. As I majored in graphic design originally, I
chose the pottery course because I wanted to feel the process of materials being shaped and endowed with
meaning in my hands. From the ceramic works created by African women, I feel that their works contain
their attitudes towards life and their responsibilities. In my ceramic works, I show more of my selfrecognition and expression. My forms are inspired by myself or my life. But women in Africa showed their
value and strength through pottery. Their pottery is their way of life.

Week 6: September 30. Exploring Feminine and Jelimuso Beauty, Nyamaand Basigi & Complementarity in Malian Dance and Life

These two photos are my ceramic
artworks. Both of them represent
part of my self-portrait.

Week 6: September 30. Exploring Feminine and Jelimuso Beauty, Nyamaand Basigi & Complementarity in Malian Dance and Life

Week 7 October 14 & 21
Sounou II & III: Traveling Beauty, Performing Femininity, Coolness and
Virtuosity Across Genders from Mali to Guinea, and Touki Bouki

Reflection
I have two focuses in this week's reading. One is the aesthetic of skin color. The importance of color in
African traditions I've thought about and discussed in the first week of reading. But the perception of skin
color is learned from this article. White itself represents purity and cleanliness. The article argues that
white skin is mysterious. The love of white skin is not because of white supremacy but because of what it
represents. White is associated with death and ancestors. This slightly sinister and mysterious color is
appealing.
The other is the status and attitude of women in relationships shown in dance. I was very interested in the
part where women use scarves to choose the man they want. In China, there is a game among children
called "throwing handkerchiefs". The children will form a circle, and a child with a handkerchief will walk
around the circle behind the children. When he notices a child he cares about, he puts the handkerchief
behind him and waits for the chosen child to find it.I thought of this game while reading the last chapter.
I love and appreciate that African women are dominant in relationships. And they need to take
responsibility for their own choices. If the gril wanted to quit the boy, she was aompelled to give on
hundred kola nuts, five hundred francs and a sheep.

Week 7: September 21. Sounou II & III: Traveling Beauty, Performing Femininity, Coolness and Virtuosity Across Genders from Mali to Guinea, and Touki Bouki

Week 7: September 21. Sounou II & III: Traveling Beauty, Performing Femininity, Coolness and Virtuosity Across Genders from Mali to Guinea, and Touki Bouki

Week 8 October 21
Sounou Women from Mali to Guinea and Senegal. Sounou forms and
Djibril Mambety's Touki Bouki

Reflection
What impressed me most in this week's reading was
the analysis of Matisse's paintings. In last week's
reading, I analyzed dance as a representation of
women's status and power in romantic relationships.
In photography, the woman in the picture also stands
in the dominant position. The man strummed his
guitar and looked at the woman as if he wanted to
please her.Both paintings depict two people -- two
women by Matisse and a young man and woman by
Keita. The two couples are close to each other,
balancing the tightly cut interior. A sense of sonic
space emanates from both images due to polyphonic
patterns, the combination of colors, and the fact that
in each depiction, one member of each pair plays a
guitar.

Week 8: September 21. Sounou Women from Mali to Guinea and Senegal. Sounou forms and Djibril Mambety's Touki Bouki

Week 9 October 28
More on Women and Beauty, Competition and Complementarity for
Communal Joy and Goodness

Reflection

“D’mba dances only in the daytime, under the brilliant sun of the dry season, from early morning to late
afternoon. Perhaps the reason lies in an iconic association of D’mba with light”This sentence in the article
reminds me of the beliefs of ancient Egypt. The Egyptians worshiped the sun as a gateway to the afterlife
for the pharaohs. Sunlight plays an important role in every culture. Giving all living things the sun and
water they need to grow is one of the most admired elements of nature.

Week 9: September 28. More on Women and Beauty, Competition and Complementarity for Communal Joy and Goodness

Week 9: September 28. More on Women and Beauty, Competition and Complementarity for Communal Joy and Goodness

Week 11 December 7
More on Women and Beauty, Competition and Complementarity for
Communal Joy and Goodness

Reflection
He says this while wearing a gold mask, a pink wig, lilac makeup, a gold mesh cap, and strings of white
and beige beads. “A Joyful Noise” embodies Sun Ra’s art of self-transformation and of musical
innovation, of spiritual aspiration and of separateness—of establishing a collective and communal space, a
space of self-display that’s also one of self-exile, of expression that’s also concealment, of a dream of
social and political progress that strikes him as so distant, so resistant to achievement, that it’s linked both
to science of the distant future and to the recovery of a legendary past, and is accessible, now, only in the
form of artistic creation, living myth, aesthetic experience. With the movie’s fusion of substance and style,
the force of Sun Ra’s passionate vision emerges, powerfully and movingly, along with the thrilling
particulars of his music.

Week 9: September 28. More on Women and Beauty, Competition and Complementarity for Communal Joy and Goodness
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SP2021 | Experiments in West African Dance | Luyao Xu

Luyao Xu, also go by Vicky, is a graphic designer and artist who currently studying at
California College of the Arts of the GD senior
program. She’s a local Chinese who was born
in Sichuan, China. She’s a health eater and
currently a volunteer at a Chinese Non-govermental organization about ocean protection.
Vicky enjoy cooking, hand-making, ceramics,
sculpture, drawing, poetry, watching movies
and animation, biking, and walking in the
forest or nature! She loves the style of African painting, which also attracted her attention to African dance. This is why she is in
the class of Experiments in West African
Dance. As the class progressed, she grew to
love dancing (she believed she wasn’t good
at it before). The short dance learning time in
this class every week is the most enjoyable
period in this semester!

Week2_Short Paragraph

While reading ''Greeting Creates Community
Expert'', the greeting way Africans greet each
other naturally reminds me of the way Chinese people greet each other. Even though
these two greetings are different, they are
both used in daily activities; they both play an
important role in helping people connect,
socialize and build relationships: “they help
establish the connections that tie people
together, and they help convey the ethos that
makes those connections so meaningful.”
However, ChineseChinese will ask first if the
other has eaten when they meet someone
they know. After that, they will continue greeting the other's family members of the recent
trifles of the people they meet.

Also, I have learned more about drum circles
after reading “Drum Circle Expert for African
Dance”, and watching “Drum Circles, Integrating Self and Community”. It not only can bring
people closer, to get to know each other, and
create a more harmonious connection
between others, such as the example of
djembe from West Africa that Robin Cardell
mentioned in TED. Djembe literally means
everyone gets together in peace. But also a
way for more African Americans and people of
other races to learn about African culture! I
and the classmates of this class is the best
example to illustrate this point!

A fun thing happened this week when I practised the dance: I taught my mom how to
dance Dansa
!

The Jelimuso Song and dance of Tata Bambo
Kouyaté is a performance I've never seen before,
and I have to say it's unique. This kind of performance that can be performed in everyday life
reminds me of the street singers today, but the
difference is, most of them are standing downtown
and singing for the passers-by. However, most
audiences who come to see Tata Bambo Kouyate's performance are dressed ceremoniously and
will rest. Moreover, Tata Bambo Kouyate's performance represents a feminine spirit and beauty.
Her singing and dancing made me feel the freedom of being in the country or nature, rather than
the constraint of being in the city!

Uncertain found: the performer
maybe a male?
(yes he is, which is confirmed
after the class!)

Week4_Short Paragraph

Week3_Short Paragraph

Quote: “As Lucy Duran notes, women praise-singers, symbolize freedom, wisdom and beauty,1 and
are judged not only by the beauty (tied to the
meaningfulness) of their words but also by their
performance (tied to the sophisticated way that
they stylize themselves, actually sing, move and
interact with audiences so that a balance between
strength and grace is created.” — “The Jelimuso
Song and Dance of Tata Bambo Kouyaté:
Ordained Beauty”

My favourite quote: “Paying attention discerns sentient
beings. I believe it is the first form of respect. One of my
favourite lines in literature is spoken by Shug Avery from
The Color Purple expressing the sentiment that what really
pisses God off is to pass a field of flowers and not notice
the beauty in their colour purple. For Shug Avery, how can
you pass beauty and not notice; or, how can you hear the
cries of Others and not listen. For Shug, not paying attention is an ungodly insult.” (322) - D. Soyini Madison
This quote inadvertently reminds me of one of the current
situations in China (it could be similar around the world); I
even made a design based on this problem during last
summer vacation: As modern people rely too much on
social media and Internet life, the majority of their aesthetic
and popular trends are gradually deformed. Most contemporary art exhibitions in China are examples of this trend:
you don't have to go to an art museum to take a photo, but
you must take a photo when you go to an art museum.
Therefore, in recent years, a large number of web celebrity
exhibitions have become a background wall for participants
to take photos. The focus of exhibitors is no longer the
design work itself, but whether they can seize the hot spot
to survive in the rapidly iterating online world.
However, this act is so-called not paying attention. For me,
the art/design works in the exhibition are a way of communication between the artist/designer and the audience. So
how do they create a dialogue if people go to an art exhibition and the focus isn't on the art itself? I personally think
dance is the same way, people dialoguing with each other
by waving their bodies; Of course, it may also be a kind of
dialogue when the teacher teaches dance movements to
students. Therefore, “not paying attention is an ungodly
insult.”

Week5_Short Paragraph

Call and Response:
“The repetitive pattern that holds it together/The caller is
supported by this response and is free to embroider as he
will”
The video of “Call and Response in Gospel Music” reminds me a sense
of Joe (the main character) and the band he joined to perform together
in the Disney movie "Soul". But the difference between the two is that
Joe's band is playing jazz music in a bar. Instead of singing, they have
a woman playing saxophone.
However, the jazz band also performs in a similar way to Call and
Response because they also work with each other according to the
melody and rhythm of the instrument they play, which means “the caller

is supported by this response and is free to embroider as he will” (p. 27,
Call and Response: The Politics of Perfection, African Art in Motion,
Robert Farris Thompson).
So, in the scene they're rehearsing, is the woman who plays the saxophone regarded as the Caller, and Joe who plays the piano is considered
the Responder? Instead, by the time they officially performed, their roles
would be reversed.
It's also cool to know about the celebration of weddings in Bamako/Mali—they performed in a circle, and everyone is free to participate and
act/dance. So the definition of performer and audience for them is blurred.
The celebrations and the definition of performers and audience are totally
different from Chinese or American.

(the band Joe joined)

While I was watching the Sounou video, I was so curious
why did Doumbia choose to join a solo dance in the middle
of the performance? Is that because he was joined as a
master dancer (just for this demo), or is it the tradition of
Sounou to join a dancer in the middle?

Week7_Short Paragraph

Week6_Short Paragraph

It‘s so interesting to know that each woman/dancer would
randomly come up with a Sounou dance move: “The first has
to do with basigi, the idea of virtuosity or ‘knowing one’s
purpose.’ Each woman would call up a Sounou move from
her memory with facility.” and “The variations of moves and
the number that comprise the dance set seem immeasurable. To be able to immediately recall a move with certainty
and enough confidence to ‘catch the break’ – lingo for being
able to identify the lead drummer’s signal to change moves
and for being able to begin the move in the correct time
within this signal or moment in the rhythm -- is demonstrative
of one’s basigi, composure and professionalism.” But when I
watched the video, I felt that their movements were very
powerful and the dancing lasted for a long time. Does this
mean that there are no uniform movements and total length
of Sounou?

Also, I love so much how the Fulani people’s dress!!

Interesting parts be highlighted while i read:
Those parts give me a deeper understanding
of Sounou!!

I can’t even move my eyes out of them!
But the headwear reminds me of the ornaments of Tibet people:

screenshots from week7’s reading:
Genevieve Hyacinthe, “Travelling Beauty” and “Virtuosity
and Gendered Gestures: Achieving “the Feminine” in
Sounou,” excerpts from Genevieve Hyacinthe,

the headwear of
Tibet people

I did more additional research about Fulani, cuz I don’t really know
about this place and its culture:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fula_people

https://africa.uima.uiowa.edu/peoples/show/fulani+

Week8_Short Paragraph

I think I did read the terms from the past two
weeks’ reading but haven’t noticed the difference
between the two words! they are sooo similar LOL!

ters, and the background/history of the story is
worth ruminating about.

screenshot of Lecture on Sounou

Touki Bouki:
It talks about two young African adults/partner:
Mory and Anta, who are open-minded, independent, and self-seeking, with a strong desire to live a
good life in France. The way they dress reveals
their desire for the outside world—their dresses
are punk/hippie rather than local style.
So they got on their bikes and left their tow; before
they left for Paris, they stole clothes and money to
buy tickets to Paris. However, When he is about to
board the ship, Mory suddenly changes his mind
and runs to the city….. Maybe he realized something? But I don’t think Anta is selfish because
they had planned to go to Paris. But Mory's
sudden reversal made me feel that he was a
selfish one(? not sure if I have the correct understanding of the movie). I feel even a little sorry that
they parted ways this way. I have to admit that the
film is contradictory, complex but very interesting(I
love this movie even though it's the first time to
watch), the relationship between the main charac-

Pictures of Touki Bouki

Week9_Short Paragraph

Chiwara headdress is in the shape of antelopes,
and they always come in pairs -- a male and a
female, there is also a baby antelope in the
female’s body. Chiwara is a tribute to the antelope
by the Bamana people in a form of art/dance
because they believe it was the antelope that
taught them how to farm. They always appear as a
pair when they dance. The female Chiwara
performer usually dances behind the male, inciting
him and spreading his power to the assembled
community. The staves are used to scratch the
earth while the male performers dance, which also
represents the antelopes digging with their horns.
While the Bamana were farming, some female
dancers and singers performed for them beside
them, which provided encouragement and blessings—this is like what's shown in Chiwara dance.
It's also a good balance for males and females,
and also complementarity Chiwara's art with the
everyday life of farming.
D'mba is a dance mask of Baga art. It represents

the best of humankind. It portrays the role of an
exaggerated perfect woman, whose features were
symmetrical and beautiful, and even a pair of
sagging breasts proved that she has been fertile.
D'mba always represents beauty, commitment, and
devotion. On the contrary, Dmba-da-Tshol plays an
opposite human nature: “She is represented by a
small, grotesque, female bust headdress often with
a bulbous forehead, single eye, single ear, crooked
nose, twisted mouth, jutting jaw, and single breast.
Her costume is a disheveled mess of straw, grass,
raffia, old banana leaves, and dirty rags. Her dance
is chaotic, with dissonant music, and wildly aggressive movement. Dmba-da-Tshol is the D’mba of the
elder men, bearing more volatile power than D’mba
in her role as an agent of transformation, as signified in the meaning of her name, the 'D’mba of
Medicine.” ("Sun, Fire, and Variation on Womanhood: A Baga/Bulunits Mask (D/mba)," 53). Dmba-da-Tshol is always needed as a foil at the
D’mba dance, but the combination of the two may
just right illustrate the femininity and spirit of

Screenshot of the lecture for Chi Wara
and D'mba by Genevieve

Week11_Short Paragraph

Sun Ra = A Joyful Noise. How does Joy work in
Sun Ra's musical, performance and collaboration
practice?
To be honest, I could already feel the joy when I
watched their performance at the beginning of the
movie—they were dressed to the nines and played
lively jazz music, which could be seen from the
screenshots of the movie. In this day and age,
their dress just looks like cosplay. Of course, their
distinctive look is still different from that of many
bands today. This is probably because they claim
to have been born on another planet. They met
and found someone similar to them because of the
band, so they could do what they really want to do
in an environment where they have the same
interests. Isn't that a joy, too？

Screenshot of Sun Ra DOCUMENTARY

While I watched the dance videos of Doundounba,
I've been wondering if their dance moves came
from the hunters? In two other dance videos from
2010 and 2019, it can be guessed that the dance
has become more life-like: they all wear casual
clothes rather than a specific costume. People sit in
a circle, and they can be both spectators and
performers because they can enter and perform in
the circle freely and casually, and also to dance
with the dancers who are dancing. But when I
watch videos in recent years, the way they dance
and perform reminds me of hip-hop( even though
I’m not sure if it really affected the development of
hip-hop or not).

Week12_Short Paragraph

“Mugge asks, “Does it have any special meaning
for you?” Sun Ra responds, “The requiem? Well, it
would be the first time one was wrote for a poor
unfortunate man.” On the roof of International
House, Sun Ra tells Mugge, “Man has failed,
spiritually, educationally, governmentally.” He says
this while wearing a gold mask, a pink wig, lilac
makeup, a gold mesh cap, and strings of white
and beige beads. “A Joyful Noise” embodies Sun
Ra’s art of self-transformation and of musical
innovation, of spiritual aspiration and of separateness—of establishing a collective and communal
space, a space of self-display that’s also one of
self-exile, of expression that’s also concealment,
of a dream of social and political progress that
strikes him as so distant, so resistant to achievement, that it’s linked both to science of the distant
future and to the recovery of a legendary past, and
is accessible, now, only in the form of artistic
creation, living myth, aesthetic experience.”（An
Extraordinary Documentary About the Art of Sun
Ra, 2020)

Some beautiful pictures of Sun Ra I found when I searching the
additional information about him.

I strongly agree with the author's last paragraph in
this article. Although Sun Ra and his bandmates
claim to be from another planet, this planet is only
their imaginary world. But this is also an ideal
place of self-expression for them in the real world,
and where they are free. At the same time, they
also expressed their views on society through their
ways and music. Perhaps this is why they were
able to create distinctive and avant-garde music in
their time
Reflection about the Djeneba experience:
To be honest, it was a super enjoyable and interesting experience! I enjoy the dance Djeneba
taught us, even though I can't practice body twisthow to dance—she showed us the front first, but
turned her back on us as she led us; personally, I
find it easier to learn when her back is to us,
because there's no confusion about left and right
directions. BTW, I also like the flyer Vanessa made
because the picture of Djeneba's dance and smile
made me feel very happy and joyful!
.

aesthetics of cool, greeting, drum circles

Robin Cardell and his partners

When I watched the TED video “Drum
Circles, Integrating Self and Community”
by Robin Cardell, what makes me
surprised is that Robin just gave the
“common” audience a random beat, then
everyone followed well. The “common”
means, not everyone has the experience
of playing drum circle. The most pleasing
is the music heard harmonious. Everyone
collaborated tacitly.

Robin is leading the audience

A drum circle is a community function based on
rhythm and dance.
Through the video shown in the lecture, what I
noticed that audience and dancers form a circle,
which is a “real” Drum Circles. The feelings that
this dance video brought to me is completely
different from the TED video. The Drum Circle
in the dance video is larger, causal, and more
energetic. The beat is brighter and livelier. The
two dancers danced face to face, like they are
battling. However, the Drum Circle of Robin is
softer, lighter, bringing me a sense of silence. I
guess it might be the two styles of drum music,
just like music has a lot of genres.
I had a period of locking dance time before.
There are some similarities between locking
dance and the vogueing dance. For instance, the
hand-performance, I felt similar when I saw that,
which excited me a lot. The catwalk, duckwalk

my sketch of drums

dance video shown in the lecture

reminds me the cot walk of professional
models. Also, the floor performance, that
are also some similarities between breaking
dance and it. I am curious, do they feel hurt
when they do death drop? I guess it would
not if the action is correct.

jelimuso & the get down quality

Get-down quality is completely an aesthetic
phenomenon. It is an innovation that strikes us.
It is also to activate the fabrics. The spinning
fabrics are as beautiful as the train that girls spin
when they dance. When the e-gun-gun dancer is
doing get-down quality, they will spin themselves,
try to disrupt the stability of the ribbons on
their clothes. These ribbons or fabrics will dance
with them, creating a dynamic beauty. The
special patterns on these ribbons will be shown
completely, which is quite an artistry.

patterns on the fabrics

how get down quality looks like

capture the movement of getting down quality by lines

From the video of Tata Bambo Kouyate’s performance, I found that her voice was penetrating,
powerful, sometimes it makes me feel like a “yelling-singing”. Her dance was full of energy, and
she was keeping swaying herself when she was singing. She said two things that impressed me:
the first one is she had different sing styles with her ancestors. In fact, different generations have
different singing styles. Another one is microphone changed the way they sing. I think that
make sense to me. Microphone helped to louder their voice, they do not have to sing very hard
anymore. She said herself was a “show woman”, and she was always innovative in performance.
Jeliya is a space of blur which has many possibilities.

bamako & malick sidibe & D. Soyini Madison
Who is D. Soyini Madison?
D. Soyini Madison (PhD 1989, Northwestern University) is
professor emeritus. Professor Madison lived and worked in Ghana,
as a Senior Fulbright Scholar conducting field research on the
interconnections between traditional religion, political economy, and
indigenous performance tactics.

More information about her
The quote I selected is not from Madison, but from Gingrich-Philbrook: “not take place
as a single call, but as a rhizomatically spreading architecture of multiple possibilities”. My
understanding to this quote is, we need other people’s idea to help us develop thoughts in
different directions. We should not occupy too many resources. We also need to leave more
spaces for other people. We live as a community, helping each other to be better, but not limited
ourselves through repetitive duplications. It also has some idea about collaboration, which
relates to the dialogical performance. That reminds me the drum circle, it is also a collaboration
between dancer and dancer, dancer and audience.
Soyini has a strong opinion about performance, and she brings us a concept called “dialogical
performative”. It can be explained in two parts: performance as a gift and keep an ethical
perspective in performance collaborative. She asked us to think about where we are in
performance, and how do we dialogue with ourselves. From my perspective, the role we are
playing in dance is an emotion transmitter. If we dance with joy, then we transmit joy to both
ourselves and our audience. Trust the infection of our joy. The whole process of transmitting
emotions can also be defined as a dialogue between us and others.

Malick Sidibe and his photography

More information about him

Boxeurs en Demonstration, 1965

The Two Sisters, 1971

At the beginning, Malick love drawing. Then he began taking photos
and fell in love with it. He is good at capturing models’ dynamic
beauty, focusing on the background set, costumes, and contrast
between different characters.

Call and response & the audience
This shot is beautiful for me since the high contrast between these two
dancers’ clothes. I enjoy their interaction with each other.

Dance Call and Response Demo from Kenya
Dance in a Wedding from Mali

These two shots are great examples
of call and response between
the dancers and drummers, the
dancers and audience. The Kenyan
children’s voice drawn me to them.
The dancer’s dance moves in the
wedding is exaggerated, in a big
frame. That brings a nice responses
to the audience and drummers.

My skecth and notes of the sculpture. The characters
in this sculpture plays in different roles. The horses
are caller, and the man is the responder who is
confident in goodness. This sculpture is about moral
and inner goodness of leader.

There are some important definitions that need to be thought about in “Performing Audience”.
The quote is “‘Performance’ here does not refer to the display of only artistic or other special
competence, but to all socially competence behavior… which serves to influence in any way
of the other participants.” “Audience in this sense refers not only to some group of listeners or
spectators who are not themselves performing, but to all participants in a situation who perform
social roles which are complementary to the performance of another role and functional to the
system of interaction.” My understanding to the “performance” here is not just giving other
people a show but all your behaviors. To show what kind of role you play in this community.
The audience are not only people who watch and appreciate your show, but also interactive
with you. They are also participants of this show, but not just bystanders. Here is a quote from
the last paragraph on page 10 of Performing Audience: “While the drumming and singing
are more or less exclusively performed by groups of professionals, participants of all social
statuses, professions, classes, ages, and ethnic or regional identities take on the role of dance
performance.” Through this quote I realized that dancing is an activity that does not have any
threshold or limitation. It is full of freedom, the most importantly is to share your joy.
The definition of Call-and-response is, essentially hierarchic in aesthetic structure, nevertheless
perennially realizes, within the sphere of music and dance.
I believe that the concept of “Call-and-response” has the similar idea of the “interaction” part
in “Performing Audience”. It is about social interaction; the dancing can be a judgement of
qualities of social cohesion. The society is like a big family.

sounou, jelimuso beauty

“More than wives and mothers” reminds
me the experience of taking ceramics class.
I understand the process of firing ceramics.
But I do not know there are some harmful
substances will be produced. Through the
images in the article, the modeling of the
pots that these women made is relatively
simple. However, they are just look like
simply, or people might consider that
these are simple crafts. In fact, “they belie
a sophistication of technical knowledge
and a wealth of experience”. The process
of collecting materials is basically tough.
It is important to keep the appropriate
moderation in making pottery. But it is not
easy. These women are strong enough to
provide primary income for their extended
families.

Process of making pots

About the Sounon dance, there is an important
part, which is the responding between drummers’
musical advances and the dancers’ signals. They
cooperate with each other well. I love this quote:
“Western Africans cultivate divinity through
richly stabilized traditions of personal balance.”
I think the personal balance also includes the
balance in dancing. The dancers also think the
dance is a divine thing. That’s why they put a lot
of energy and joy on it.

traveling beauty, performing femininity, coolness
Fulani People

The Fulani, or Fula People, numbering between 20 and 25
million people in total, are one of the largest ethnic groups in
the Sahel and West Africa, widely dispersed across the region.
Fulani women are a standard of beauty because the culture
is nomadic. In many West African societies, travellers are
considered special and wise. Many have lighter skin tones than
many in Sub-Saharan Africa because the Fulani have some
historical roots in North Africa. Spirituality is important to
the Fulani. Fulani women are known and admired for their
elaborate coiffures and are also considered beautiful because of
their lighter skin tone. However, this admiration is symbolic, it
reflects their position as a “spirit traveller,” and is not connected
to notions of “European White Supremacy”.
Fulani women

Sounou dance

Fulani tribe girl, Gossoue © Eric Lafforgue

Fulani tribe boy, Gossoue © Eric Lafforgue

In Sounou dance, male dancers can also perform Sounou with
masterful fluidity, even though it is a dance work rooted in the
sensibility of ideal feminine beauty and power. For instance,
as the screenshot shows, Professor Genevieve’s teacher was
dancing and wielding the scarf. This scarf is a symbol of
“feminine grace”.
I completely agree with that. That reminds me many jazz
teachers are male, but they can dance both the softness and
the strength of jazz. Dancing genres should not have gender
restriction.

sounou and touki bouki
Touki Bouki

This film is talking about a couple, Anta and Mori,
who want to break their commonplace, mundane
life and go to Paris to pursue the life of their
dreams. The scene that they break up at the dock
seems tricky for me. Because I thought Anta will at
least go downstairs to urge Mori or ask the reasons
that he hesitated. But they only stared at each other
for a couple of seconds and didn’t say anything. I
think this is the artistic expression of this scene.
They have similar minds, dreams. After getting
along with each other for a period, they began to
know each other more and more. Their souls belong
to each other. But when they began to have different
sketch my favorite scene in this film
ideas and separated their ways, they knew they
would not stop each other.
I was impressed with the concept of
There are some metaphors for animals in this movie.
“layers of love”. The contrast between
I skipped the scenes of the cattle slaughter at the
Matisse’s work and Keita’s photography
is a novel and creative idea. When look at beginning of this movie, but I could still imagine
Matisse’s work on the left, I could not tell that how brutal it is. The sheep was cut its throat
the relationship between these two girls. and skinned, it seems to allude to what happened to
them on their way to France.
But I know they must be close enough
to stay in a small room for a while...
One girl is the emotion-expresser, one
Layered in Love on Drumming
is the listener. It also happens in Keita’s
photo. As the audience, I can feel these
four protagonists’ mood and emotion.
The color palette of Matisse’s work is
bright and capturing, which includes
unique, repetitive texture. The texture
brings a strong sense of visual impact
for me. Keita also did great job in the
environment setting. The blocky texture
of the wall, nice pattern on the blanket...
I felt as if I were there.

chi wara & d’mba
Chi Wara

Ciwaraw

D’mba

In Bamana world, objects always come in pairs, which
represents the union of mythical half-animals and half-human
beings. There are also many pairs in our life, such as male and
female, the sky, and the earth, the young and the old, positive
and negative, etc. This happens in Ciwaraw as well. They are
a gendered pair. Also, the Sun Sun connects the upper and
the lower world. To some degree, all of these antitheses are
opposite, but they are also complementary.
Males and females play different roles in Chiwara dance.
Females are important for the Bamana culture. I can get this
idea through the meaning of Chiwara because “Wara” means
“creature and breast”. Women give birth to life and bring
creatures; the breasts are a part of their bodies which feeding
their babies. The female blacksmiths or potters are strong
enough to provide primary income for their extended families.
Also, they make the decorations, the headdresses or the crests
of Chiwara. Especially during the Chiwara dance, they hold
the fans to make people not get too hot and dissipate energy.
Since male and female dance together, people can feel more
powerful energy joy both from the two genders.

This dance genre is so special that people only dance in the
daytime. Because it lies in an iconic association with light.
The relationship between D’mba and D’mba-da-Tshol is
intriguing. They are antithesis. D’mba represents the best
in humankind; D’mba-da-Tshol can go wrong with human
nature. Even people can dance D’mba-da-Tshol in funerals.
But I think they are complementary as well. D’mba-da-Tshol
is more casual and entertaining; D’mba is more formal and
elegant. There is a delicate balance between them.
D’mba is characterized by the dressed bust of a mature
woman with flat pendant breasts. I can feel the importance
of women again through this special design. D’mba has the
heavy shoulder sculpture, so probably in most occasions, man
will be the holder of the sculpture or the crest.

Doundounba and Sun Ra
Doundounba

It is not like the group dance (such as Sounou dance) we have seen
before, Doundounba focuses more on the regularity of movement
of all members in the dance group. The dancers looked familiar with
the dance moves, as if they had rehearsed many times in advance. It
is not just the dance moves; they are also unifying their costumes:
although the colors are different, the dancers are wearing headscarves
which have the similar style. Moreover, they agree to bare their waist
and wear black, baggy pants. The different colors of the headbands
make them more like a group, each with a unique style, but dancing
together in harmony and unity.
The interaction between the dancers helps to set the atmosphere. For
example, as shown in the screenshots, it is interesting for the audience
to see the dance from a single solo to the battle between two dancers,
to four dancers dance together. This process shows how much dancers
enjoy the music. That is also the reason why dance can bring joy.

Sun Ra

I started to understand what “a joyful noise” is after watching the video. Musicians have a clear division of labor in the band, playing trumpet, drums… There are many instruments, but the music that they
have created is crisp and melodious. During outdoor performances,
the conductor plays an important role. His moves of conduction are
particularly interesting for me. The whole band looked neat and uniform. There are two other fantastic instruments attracted me: a drum
with sticks like hooks, and a piano that sounded like thunder.

